Abstract -It is well known that Cu plays an important role in CdTe solar cell performance as a dopant. In this work, a finitedifference method is developed and used to simulate Cu diffusion in CdTe solar cells. In the simulations, which are done on a twodimensional (2D) domain, the CdTe is assumed to be polycrystalline, with the individual grains separated by grain boundaries. When used to fit experimental Cu concentration data, bulk and grain boundary diffusion coefficients and activation energies for CdTe can be extracted. In the past, diffusion coefficients have been typically obtained by fitting data to simple functional forms of limited validity. By doing full simulations, the simplifying assumptions used in those analytical models are avoided and diffusion parameters can thus be determined more accurately.
I. INTRODUCTION
For two decades, polycrystalline thin-film CdTe solar cells have been considered as one of the most promising candidates for photovoltaic technologies, for their similar efficiency and low costs when compared to traditional Si-based solar cells. In these devices, Cu is generally used as a back contact metal. However, it has become evident that the role of Cu in these devices is beyond that of contact formation. Cu diffuses into the CdTe, and, as a dopant in that material, defines major performance parameters such as the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, and filling factor by affecting built-in potential of the junction, and the collection efficiency [1] . Moreover, it is known that, while modest amounts of Cu enhance cell performance, excessive amounts degrade device quality and reduce performance [2] . Given this, gaining a better understanding of Cu diffusion in CdTe and being able to characterize it accurately is of crucial importance if one wants to advance the technology.
When one solves the problem of bulk diffusion in the presence of a constant source, the system obeys Fick's law, for which the solution is a complementary error function [3] . In the work of Jones et al. [4] , diffusion coefficients and activation energies for Cu in CdTe were obtained by fitting experimental Cu concentration profiles obtained at different annealing temperatures with two complementary error functions, to account for slow and fast Cu diffusion mechanisms, respectively. It was recognized that the fast diffusion was as a result of Cu diffusing along grain boundaries (GBs) in the polycrystalline CdTe structure. Such GB diffusion can be described in a more mathematically rigorous manner by using a model developed by Fisher [5] and extended by Whipple [6] , who supplied an analytical solution, and Le Claire [7] , who provided an asymptotic solution which can be used to extract GB diffusion parameters from experiments by fitting that solution to the penetration tail of the concentration profile.
In this work, we shall present a more sophisticated method for extracting bulk and GB diffusion parameters from Cu diffusion profiles in CdTe and apply it to experimental measurements. While we start from Fisher's initial conceptual picture, we instead employ a 2D finite difference simulation approach to compute our profiles. Since the usual analytical formulas have limited validity, simulation provides a more accurate and less ambiguous means of determining diffusion parameters in fitting to experiment. 1 shows the simulation geometry, where bulk CdTe grains are separated by a vertical GB. This can be considered to be a single unit in a polycrystalline structure. In Fisher's original model, two coupled diffusion equations were derived, one describing diffusion in the bulk and the second along the grain boundary itself: ,
II. THEORETICAL MODEL

Back contact surface
where D g and D gb are the diffusion coefficients of the grains and GBs respectively. C g is the grain concentration. The GB concentration, C gb has been eliminated by making the substitution C gb = s C g , where s is the segregation factor, which in general can be much larger than one. One problem with the Fisher model is that the grain boundary thickness, δ , appears as a parameter. Unfortunately, generally, its value cannot be independently determined and thus is a source of ambiguity. A typical assumed value is 5 Angstroms, which was used by Fisher [5] in his pioneering work studying GB diffusion in silver and much later for CdTe GBs [8] . It should be mentioned that the latter paper dealt with the modeling of x-ray line shapes and not diffusion. In mapping the Fisher model onto a rectangular finite difference lattice, we have found that this parameter can be eliminated from the problem:
where in the above x=0 is the assumed location of the grain boundary, while the subscript i indicates its location on a finite difference lattice. Using the approximation derived in Eqn(3), Fisher's second order differential equations can now be replaced by a finite difference equation:
With this modified method, δ from the original Fisher model is essentially absorbed into the segregation factor, now labeled s'. Unfortunately, s' is another parameter that is extremely difficult to determine. The asymptotic solution of Le Claire [7] allows the product s'D gb to be extracted from the tail of the concentration profile, but not for s' and D gb to be determined independently. It is well known that such treatment enhances device performance(for a review, see [9] ).These were obtained by using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) technique which yields the average concentration of Cu entering the sample, with the peaks on the right corresponding to the Cu enriched back contact. If these curves continued to decrease in the same manner as in the initial ~0.2 µm, that would be an indication that the diffusion is occurring purely in the bulk CdTe. Instead, further into the devices, the rate of decrease on concentration decreases, and each curve forms a distinctive tail, which is an indication that GB diffusion dominates the behavior in that region [3] . [4] and fitting the experimental data with the sum of two complementary error functions
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PARAMETER EXTRACTION
where C g0 and C gb0 can be viewed, at least roughly, as the initial concentrations of the grains and grain boundaries respectively. These are fitted parameters as well, though our main goal here is to obtain guesses for the diffusion coefficients. It should be noted that Jones et al. simply referred to these two components as corresponding to "slow" and "fast" diffusion and did not make the logical connection that we make here, that they can be interpreted as having a correspondence to bulk and GB diffusion. Fig. 3 shows the result of a fit using Eqn (6) to the data corresponding to the 100 C anneal for 10 hours without Cl activation treatment. Like Jones et. al., we have assumed that the initial experimental data points adjacent to the back contact correspond to residual Cu that does not contribute to the diffusion in the CdTe region. As such, we have left that data out, and shifted the origin. An important aspect of Eqn (6) is that it does not include the segregation factor, s'. Given a fitted D gb and applying Le Clair's analysis to the tail of the profile one can make an estimate of s', which we found to be ~130 in the present case. The same procedure was applied to our fits to the profiles done at different temperatures, with and without the Cl treatment. The results were basically the same in each case and we determined that s was, at most, very weakly temperature dependent (activation energy <0.06 eV) over the range studied in the experiments. Thus, s'=130 was the value chosen for all the 2D simulations described below. Fig. 3 . Double erfc fit to match the case where the annealing was done without Cd 2 Cl treatment at 100 C for 10 hours. The diffusion coefficients used to obtain the fit are indicated in the plot.
Eqn (6) is the solution one would obtain if one treated bulk and GB diffusion as two completely independent 1D problems. Now we employ the finite difference 2D method described in the previous section. In a typical simulation, we use a lattice spacing of 0.025 µm. With regards to the boundary conditions used in each case, we assume that the Cu back contact acts as a constant source, so that C(y=0) is held fixed at the appropriate experimental value for the entire time being simulated, which is of course the anneal time. At the top, bottom and right edges of the simulated domain, Neumann boundary conditions are imposed. It should be noted that there would be complications if the simulated domain were long enough for the CdS layer to be reached, as it would have to be accounted for. Essentially, that layer acts much like another GB, though in the perpendicular direction. However, in the samples studied, the position of the CdS layer is far enough away for the given anneal conditions that it does not profoundly impact the diffusion behavior near the back contact side of the device. As that is our focus here, we limited the simulation domain in this study in the y-direction (horizontal in Fig. 1 ) so that the CdS and transparent oxide layers could be omitted, as well the CdTe region adjacent to them. We go roughly halfway into the samples in our simulations. With regards to xdirection (vertical Fig. 1 ), we simulate a domain that corresponds to the average grain size in that direction. Fig. 4 shows the results for a 2D simulation done to fit to the 100 C case, with the upper panel showing Cu concentration as a function of position. As one would expect, as one enters the CdTe, the Cu concentration is dominated by bulk diffusion. However, further into the CdTe, the GB diffusion dominates and very little Cu is present in the bulk. The dots are the experimentally measured data for these conditions. The diffusion coefficients used to obtain the fit are indicated. For comparison, the blue dashed curve shows the concentration on the grain boundary itself. The diffusion coefficients used to obtain the fit are indicated in the plot.
To obtain an average concentration profile, one integrates along the x-direction and normalizes by the grain size. The result is shown in the bottom panel. As shown, we get a good fit to experiment. To obtain the indicated 2D diffusion parameters, we started with the D g and D gb values shown in Fig.  3 , and adjusted them as the 2D simulations were repeatedly run so that the discrepancy between the simulation and the experimental trace was minimized. Interestingly, the final 2D value for D gb is roughly twice the value obtained by fitting to Eqn (6) , while D g is larger by roughly an order of magnitude. The significant differences can be accounted for in part by the fact that we are dealing with processes that work on exponential scales. However, the more important lesson here is that one really cannot treat the bulk and grain boundary diffusion in the decoupled fashion implied by Eqn(6), with two separate initial concentrations. As is evident from the figure and a nature result of the boundary condition that was imposed the GB and bulk concentrations start with the same value, whereas the double erfc fit uses a GB concentration that is more that an order of magnitude smaller. This issue is a major reason why the bulk term in particular needed the much more significant adjustment. The dots are the experimentally measured data for these conditions. The diffusion coefficients used to obtain the fit are indicated. For comparison, the blue dashed curve shows the concentration on the grain boundary itself. The diffusion coefficients used to obtain the fit are indicated in the plot.
In the introduction, we mentioned that Whipple [6] provided an analytical solution for the fully 2D case. It involves the calculation of an integral whose upper limit is determined by the ratio D gb /D g . In terms of using it for fitting, it is almost as expensive computationally as our finite difference approach. Moreover, its validity is subject to a number of constraints. Given those issues, and the fact that our approach is more general, we decided not to bother with a comparison. The procedure described above was repeated for all the other experimental profiles. Fig. 5 shows another example, that for the profile obtained by annealing a Cl treated sample at 260C for 6 minutes. Note that the tail of the profile is virtually flat on the logarithmic scale, a result of GB diffusion being much stronger at this higher temperature.
Since measurements were made at different temperatures for both cases (with and without Cl activation treatment) this allowed us to extract Arrhenius parameters by fitting to the expression:
where E D represents the activation energy. Figures 6 and 7 show the results of fitting Eqn (7) to the diffusion coefficients extracted at different temperatures for D g and D gb respectively for the case without treatment, while 8 and 9 apply to the case with treatment. Table I to generate each trace. The horizontal extent of each trace was determined by the temperature range over with which the parameters were initially extracted.
The E D and D 0 parameters obtained from the fits in figures 4-8 have been compiled in Table I as well as experimentally determined values mentioned in the literature [4, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . With the exception of ref. 14, all the experiments in question did not include a Cl activation step. All these values in turn have been used to construct Fig. 10 . Of course, all the specifics of sample preparation from group to group and has changed over time and so one should not expect any general agreement. Moreover, some of the experiments [13, 14] focused specifically on the diffusion of Cu + ions rather than all forms of Cu as we do here. That said, as is evident from numbers in the table I and the curves in Fig. 10 , our results for bulk Cu diffusion in the untreated case are relatively close to those obtained by Mann et al. [10] . While the fitted parameters are significantly different, the D gb curve for the untreated case show some consistency some consistency with the results of Jones et al. [4] (the values quotes in the table are for the "fast" diffusion component) and Woodbury and Even [10] , though the latter authors interpret their results as corresponding to the bulk.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented a 2D finite difference method based on 2D simulations for extracting diffusion Cu parameters from profiles obtained from SIMS experiments on CdTe devices. It provides a more accurate, less ambiguous, and more flexible means of determining diffusion parameters, as one need no longer needs to rely on analytical formulas that are of limited validity, derived assuming conditions that may not match those of the experiments being compared with. On particularly important point that we noted is that there can be complications in interpreting the profile results near the back contact, as one really needs to do a full 2D simulation in order to properly separate out the bulk and GB contributions.
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